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Inside Jobs–Is Your Law Firm a

Target for Embezzlement?
By Larry B. Childs

www.alabar.org
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ohn and Susan have grown their
legal practice steadily and profitably
for 14 years, partly by keeping their
overhead low. Unfortunately, they recently discovered hidden profit: For the
past six years their bookkeeper, Isabel,
has been methodically embezzling from
them. Because the firm’s income kept rising, they didn’t notice the losses, which
now total approximately $300,000.
Employee fraud occurs in every industry, but law firms can be easy targets
when lawyers focus on client service at
the expense of good business practices.
Smaller firms with a single bookkeeper
handling billing, collections, bank accounts and payments are especially vulnerable. John and Susan thought they
were being careful by requiring that one
of them must sign all paychecks. They did
not notice, however, that Isabel was writing herself two paychecks each pay period and taking them to John and Susan
separately, along with other routine payments. Isabel overpaid some of the firm’s
bills and, when the vendors refunded the
overpayments, she used John’s signature
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stamp to endorse the checks for deposit
into her personal account. She also systematically wrote off client receivables
after diverting their payments.
The Triangle of Fraud–
Embezzlement occurs most often when
three conditions are present: need, opportunity and rationalization. The bookkeeper has a particular financial need.
(Who doesn’t?) The firm provides virtually no oversight, giving the bookkeeper
the opportunity to steal with little fear
of getting caught. Finally, the bookkeeper frequently has underlying resentment and justifies her actions
because she feels overworked and
undercompensated.
Methods of Embezzlement–The
three primary ways employees embezzle money are:
1. Skimming–removing cash prior to its
being entered in the accounting system;
2. Larceny–removing cash after it has
been recorded; and
3. Fraudulent disbursements–creating bogus vendor accounts and invoices.

Preventing Embezzlement–Law
firms can break the triangle of fraud by
reducing the opportunity for theft. A
sound system of basic accounting controls can dramatically minimize opportunities for embezzlement, even when
the firm has only a single bookkeeping
employee. Someone other than the
bookkeeper must provide oversight,
such as by receiving and opening the
bank statement every month. The accounting processes should also be separated so one person does not handle
accounting for a transaction from start
to finish. As the owners of the law firm, a
partner should review bank and credit
card statements, payroll records and
other accounts. In addition, engaging
an independent CPA to review these
records periodically is helpful. When
employees know that accounts are reviewed regularly, they are much less inclined to steal from the firm.
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